European Satellite
Dual LNB system for Astra 1 /
Hotbird or Astra 1 and Astra 2

Sky Digital offers
Sky HD receiver, Sky 44cm minidish, quad
universal LNB, WF100 foam cables, Vision crimp
type F plugs, Thunderbolt fixings and professional
installation.

Satellite system comprising:
Triax TD88 solid dish
Technomate 0.1dB LNBs
EUR12 wall mount
Triax Flexiblock LNB mount
Global DISEQC 2 way switch
Thunderbolt fixings
Webro WF100 certified cable
Crimp type F connectors
Professional installation

£239

plus your choice of receiver:
Technomate TM5200D USB
Technomate TM5300D USB CI
Technomate TM5400 Omnicrypt
Technomate TM6800 Hi-Def
Technomate TM6900 Hi-Def
Technomate TM-7100 HD Combi
Technomate TM-5402 HD
Humax Foxsat II HD Freesat
Humax Foxsat II HD PVR-320

£ 80.00
£ 90.00
£140.00
£279.00
£299.00
£399.00
£189.00
£169.00
£299.00

OR
Single LNB 88cm installation for
most European birds. Quality as
above.

£179.00
plus your choice of receiver

New customer promotion

FROM
£80.00 all inclusive
Offers expire on 3rd May 2012
With HD pack get £50 off your 2nd bill
Sky 44cm minidish, quad universal LNB, WF100
foam cables, Vision crimp type F plugs,
Thunderbolt fixings and professional installation.

The HD pack is not mandatory
but a higher installation cost
may apply if you choose not to
take it.

Installation matters!
When you book directly with Sky for an
installation, you have no say in the equipment and
materials that are used to complete the work. In
general, you can expect to receive the lowest cost

versions of everything, with many customers
getting a refurbished receiver rather than brand
new. It is also common for Sky direct
subcontractors to install the cheapest receivers
rather than something of better quality. For Sky+
and Sky HD, rather than use a second run of the
correct cable, they will fit a reduced diameter twin
cable with non standard connectors. The loss in this
cable is therefore greater than with the correctly
specified WF100 or equivalent and the correct
connectors.

So why use AJL Electronics?
• AJL have a professional interest in making sure
that your installation is done to the best standards
rather than the cheapest. We only use the best
materials and receivers that are currently on the
market. HD receivers are installed to the same
standard and are made by Samsung or Pace if
available, otherwise we fir the new Amstrad
500Gb.
• Each installation is carried out with care and
expertise, with no nonsense about cable lengths,
heights or chimney / flat roof mounted dishes.

Price list:
Labour charge

£75.00

(Up to 1.5 hours on site)
Additional hour or part charged at £35.00

For help and advice, or to
book an appointment,
please ring or call me.

Dishes:
Triax TD54 (Astra 2)
Triax TD64 (Astra 1)
Triax TD78 (Hotbird, W2)
Triax TD88 (Thor, Hispasat, Sirius)
Triax TD110 (Arabsat, Turksat)
Sky minidish 44cm
Sky zone 2 dish 60cm

£45.00
£49.00
£54.99
£64.00
£89.95
£35.00
£45.00

Top of the range LNBs:
Sky single output
Sky quad output
Technomate single 0.1dB
Technomate twin 0.2dB
Technomate quad 0.2dB
TRIAX Quattro 0.3dB

£30.00
£49.00
£30.00
£49.00
£59.00
£89.00

9am - 5pm

Masts:
6 ft 1¼" Steel
12 ft 2" Steel

£14.40
£28.80

http://www.ajlelectronics.co.uk/

Brackets:
18" one piece tripod
Patio stand 1m x 50mm

£20.00
£29.00

Cable per metre
WF100 digital to CAI EN50117 £ 1.20
WF100/2 Twin feed cable
£ 2.10
F type connectors

£

.99

Digital satellite
systems
Dishes, receivers, accessories

Opening hours are:
Monday to Friday

Saturday
9am - 3pm

G6FGO

AJL

European and UK satellite
reception.
Receive channels from around the
world in : English, Welsh,
German, French, Italian, Polish,
Spanish, Russian, Portuguese,
Czech, Arabic, Albanian. Chinese,
Indian, Pakistani, Norwegian,
Finnish, Swedish, Dutch,
Japanese, Thai, and others.

Electronics

Telmec Ltd t/a AJL Electronics
134-136 Bristol Road
Gloucester
GL1 5SR
01452 311031

Satellites receiveable in the UK
include :
Astra 1, Astra 2, Hotbird, Sirius,
Thor, Atlantic Bird, Eutelsats,
Hispasat and many more

